These Green Mountains
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These green hills, these silver waters, Are my home, they belong to me, And to

Ooh,

And to all her sons and daughters, May they be free, Let us

And to all her sons and daughters, May they be forever free, Ah,

And to all her sons and daughters, May they be strong and forever free, Ah,
live to protect her beauty, And look with pride on the golden dome,

home is where the heart is, These green mountains are my home, These green mountains are my home,
These Green Mountains

Mountains are my home. Let us live to protect her beauty, and look with

Pride on the golden dome, They say home is where the heart is, These green

Pride on the golden dome, They say home is where the heart is, These green

Pride on the golden dome, They say home is where the heart is, These green

Pride on the golden dome, They say home is where the heart is, These green

Pride on the golden dome, They say home is where the heart is, These green
These Green Mountains

mountains are my home, These green mountains are my home.

mountains are my home, These green mountains are my home.

mountains are my home, These green mountains are my home.
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